FEBRUARY ISSUE
Hello Royals!
Welcome back to The Current Uproar! This is our February issue! Check out our previous
issues from the past few years on the student newspaper tab on the activities webpage. As
always, our newspaper is open to all students and open to a wide variety of content, so if you
have any suggestions or would like to become a correspondent, send us an email at
nikhiljain04@gmail.com. Hope you enjoy this issue!
Sincerely,
Nikhil Jain
Editor-In-Chief
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Musical Notes March Extended Edition
By Carson Macynski
Information from NPR News and PARADE Magazine

The Grammy Music Awards (GMA) is scheduled to occur on March 14th 2021 and there
is already a list of Nominee’s lining up but there is also a long list of past winners that won
GMA’s in past years. Here are some of the top GMA winners from past years.
1. In 1962, Johnny Mercer and Henry Mancini won a Grammy after writing the song Moon
River which appeared in 1961 film Breakfast at Tiffany’s. Not too long after, the song
Moon was written and it became a theme on Andy Williams TV show.
2. In 1975, Marvin Hamlisch and the Bergman’s won a Grammy for their signature song
which appeared in the film The Way We Were which premiered in 1973. The Minor key
the song was written in is what caused it to become popular in the first place.
3. In 1986, Michael Jackson won a Grammy Award for his song We are the World which
was used to support charity and the succeeding song That’s What Friends are for
contributed to the battle against the HIV virus.
4. In 1989, Bobby Mcferrin won a Grammy for his song Don’t Worry be Happy which was
supposed to convey positive messages to listeners. The lyrics were inspired by an Indian
Mystic and the song was popular for long periods of time after being released.
5. In 1995, Bruce Springsten won a Grammy for the score to 1993 film Streets of
Philadelphia which was about a man battling AIDS. He underestimated himself greatly
and his score was praised greatly before and after winning his Grammy.
6. In 2002, Alicia Keys won a Grammy for her song Fallin which was written in a Ballad
Style with piano accompaniment. She was trying to use lyrics to capture love’s seesaw
and the song has not fallen out of love even two decades after being released.
7. In 2010, Beyonce won a Grammy Award for her song Single Ladies which was directed
towards woman trying to find first love. It took four weeks to break records and reach the
top 5 for songs released in 2010. Despite Competition, she will appear in the 2021 GMA.
8. In 2017, British Singer Adele rivaled Beyonce and rocked the charts with her song Hello
which received a Grammy and she was very humble on stage and stunned many
audience members and fans in the process.
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Now here is a list of people nominated to participate in the GMA 2021 this March. This is
a way to celebrate your return to full In Person Learning for the first time in just about 365 days.
The list of nominees is very long but here are the top eight.
1. Beyonce was nominated to potentially win ANOTHER Grammy this year for her song
Black Parade which reached over 22 million views and 196,000 likes on Youtube and it
was a song used to celebrate Juneteenth ever since it was released in 2006
2. The Black Puma’s song colors was released in 2019 and it was nominated to win a
potential Grammy even though it gained 64 million views within the first months of being
released. The song is still in the top zones of popular music.
3. DaBaby’s song Rockstar which included Roddy Ricch. The song’s top music video has
scenes that were used to resist systemic racism and support human rights campaign
groups across the U.S. and the rest of the world.
4. Taylor Swift is in the potential of giving her Folklore Album a Grammy which was
released during the rough days of 2020. Her song rivaled with many other popular
musicians and her album received likes from 97% of everyone who listened to it.
5. When they say people are stronger together, you got an example of it when Lady Gaga
and Ariana Grande teamed up and made hit song Rain on Me which gained Billions of
views and likes after being released in May 2020. Both ladies have won previous
Grammys on their own and Ariana Grande did have correspondence with Justin Beiber.
6. Billie Ellish is looking at two consecutive Grammy wins with Bad Guy from the 2020
GMA and the 2021 GMA is expected to Grammy her for the hit song Everything I wanted
released in 2019 which received 200K views and more likes months after being
released.
7. Justin Beiber was ready to prove he hasn’t had enough with his song Changes which is
expected to win a Grammy this year. The album comprises songs that have gained
hundreds of thousands of fans, likes, and many more views. Beiber also created the
song Stuck With U with Ariana Grande during the lockdown.
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8. The H.E.R song created by Dernst Emile and Tiara Thomas was named I Can’t Breathe
and the lyrics contributed to the fuel of the social justice movement that took place in
recent times. Like many other songs, this song reached large hits with 700,000 views
and many more likes which is why it is on the nomination list.

NBA All
Star
Break

By Nikhil Jain
The NBA has reached the point in the season when they nominate the best players so
far to play in an all star game. People were not sure if the game would happen this year due to
the risks involving covid transmission but the NBA decided to go through with it. The captains
this year were Lebron James and Kevin Durant. Team Lebron includes Lebron James, Giannis
Antetokoumpo, Stephen Curry, Luka Doncic, Nikola Jokic, Jaylen Brown, Paul George, Rudy
Gobert, Damian Lillard, Chris Paul, Domantas Sabonis, and Ben Simmons. Team Durant
includes Bradley Beal, Joel Embiid, Kyrie Irving, Kawhi Leonard, Jayson Tatum, Devin Booker,
Anthony Davis, James Harden, Zach Lavine, Donovan Mitchell, Julius Randle, Nikola Vucevic,
and Zion Williamson. My money is on Team Lebron, especially with KD out. After last year, I am
very excited to watch the game with its new format.
FIFA 21
By Nikhil Jain
I have spent countless hours this year playing FIFA 21 so I thought it would be a good
idea to do a game review. FIFA 21 is a soccer game created by EA which features many
different game modes. These game modes include kickoff, seasons, pro clubs, career mode,
and Ultimate Team. I mainly play Ultimate Team and Pro Clubs. EA tends to focus on the
Ultimate Team gamemode as it brings in the most money. While, in my opinion, this is the most
fun mode, pro clubs brings a social aspect to the game where you can play with friends on a
team that is unmatchable. The concept of the game is very good but I wish EA would improve
the gameplay and focus more on career mode and pro clubs. An online career mode would be
incredibly enjoyable and it is not unrealistic as it has existed in past FIFAs. Overall, I give the
game a 7/10 and recommend it to anyone who enjoys the game of soccer.

